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1 Introduction

There are (at least) two kinds of clauses in Turkish.

(1) a. Nominalizations: argument-like
Gaja
Gaja

[Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ın-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S-ACC

düşünüyor.
thinks

Gaja thinks that Anna climbs.
b. Diye clauses: modifier-like

Gaja
Gaja

[Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PRES.3S

diye]
DIYE

düşünüyor.
thinks

Gaja thinks that Anna climbs.

Main claim: Nominalizations are like other arguments in the language. Diye clauses, like other modifiers.
Evidence: The morphosyntax of complex noun phrases; Case and distribution with verbs.

2 Background: Two possible ways of composing clauses, two kinds of clauses

Two possible ways of composing clauses

We have a handle on the global truth conditions of attitude reports:

(2) Gaja thinks that Anna climbs.
∀w′ ∈ dox(w,Gaja) : Anna climbs at w′

‘At all of the possible worlds accessible to Gaja, from her thoughts in the actual world, Anna climbs.’

Similar remarks apply to clauses composing with nouns.

(3) the thought that Anna climbs

A big question: How do these truth conditions arise compositionally?
Two answers at two extremes:
Clauses as arguments (Heim and Kratzer, 1998; von Fintel and Heim, 2011)

thinks that Anna climbs
λxeλws.∀w′ ∈ dox(w, x) : Anna climbs at w′

thinks
λp〈s,t〉λxeλws.∀w′ ∈ dox(w, x) : p(w′) = 1

that Anna climbs
λws.Anna climbs at w

Across the board modification (Elliott, 2017)

thinks that Anna climbs
λev.think(e) ∧ content(e) = λws.Anna climbs at w

thinks
λev.think(e)

that Anna climbs
λev.content(e) = λws.Anna climbs at w
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Two kinds of clauses

• -dI(k) nominalizations and diye clauses occur with verbs and with nouns.1

(4) Verb + nominalization & diye clause
a. Gaja

Gaja
[Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ın-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S-ACC

düşünüyor.
thinks

b. Gaja
Gaja

[Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

düşünüyor.
thinks

Gaja thinks that Anna climbs.

(5) Noun + nominalization & diye clause
a. [Anna-nın

Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S

düşünce-si
thought-SIN

b. [Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

bir
a

düşünce
thought

the/a thought that Anna climbs

– -dI(k) nominalizations look like genitive possessive structures. They bear overt case morphology.
– diye clauses look like root clauses on the inside. They are introduced by the morpheme diye, which derives

from the verb de, ‘say,’ suffixed with a linker -(y)A.

• Here, at least, the choice of one kind of clause over another does not make any striking meaning difference.
Although nominalizations resemble English poss ing gerunds, they usually translate that clauses.
E.g., they introduce things that can be true or false. (Diye clauses are unacceptable subjects.)

(6) [Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S

doǧru/yanlış.
true.COP.3S/false.COP.3S

a. That Anna climbs is true/false.
b. cf. #Anna’s climbing is true/false.

3 Two ways of composing clauses with nouns

Difference: A morpheme -(s)I(n) is obligatory on the noun with nominalizations and * with diye clauses.
Claim: The presence/absence of -(s)I(n) hints at how the clauses and the noun compose.

(7) a. [Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S

düşünce*(-si)
thought-SIN

b. [Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

bir
a

düşünce(*-si)
thought

the/a thought that Anna climbs

-(s)I(n) indicates non-intersective composition

• The presence/absence of -(s)I(n) makes a meaning difference.

(8) a. arkadaş
friend

sevgi(-si)
love-SIN

with -(s)I(n): love of friends
without -(s)I(n): love that is a friend

b. baykuş
owl

dal(-ı)
branch-SIN

with -(s)I(n): a branch related to owls
without -(s)I(n): a branch that is an owl

1Nouns with -dI(k) nominalizations feel definite, ones with a diye clause are most naturally indefinite. I am not sure why at
this stage. Diye does not always introduce clauses: çat diye bir ses, ‘a sound that goes [tSat].’
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• The meaning of the noun-noun structures above where -(s)I(n) is omitted is obtained by intersection:

(9) baykuş dal: λxe.branch(x) ∧ owl(x)

In general, intersective modifiers do not trigger the expression of -(s)I(n):

(10) a. sarı dal(*-ı)
yellow branch

b. gösterdiǧin
that you showed me

dal(*-ı)
branch

branch that you showed me

But it is not the case that all modification is intersective in the absence of -(s)I(n):

(11) {mükemmel,
perfect

sahte,
fake

muhtemel}
potential

dal
branch

• Expressing -(s)I(n) indicates a non-intersective relation between two elements of a complex expression.2

(12) baykuş dal-ı
a. NOT: λxe.owl(x) ∧ branch(x)
b. RATHER: λxe.branch(x) ∧ R(x, owl-kind) [with R, a contextually determined relation]

(i) a kind of branch,
(ii) not necessarily a kind of owl,
(iii) related to owls in some relevant way

And there are (to my knowledge) no examples of intersective modification in the presence of -(s)I(n).
• -(s)I(n) introduces a contextually determined (?) relation between the two memebers of the compound:

(13) baykuş dal-ı
λye.branch(y) ∧ R(y, owl-kind)

baykuş
owl-kind

dal-ı
λxeλye.branch(y) ∧ R(y, x)

dal
λxe.branch(x)

-ı
λf〈e,t〉λxeλye.f(y) ∧ R(y, x)

⇒ In the absence of -(s)I(n), the relation between two objects is compatible with intersective modification. In
its presence, the relation looks like complementation.

Back to clauses

• Recent work on composition with clauses converges on the idea that clauses

– are predicates of individuals, and
– compose with content nouns via predicate modification—which is intersective (Kratzer 2006, 2018; Moul-

ton 2009, 2015; Elliott 2017; a.o.).3

2 • Expressions with -(s)I(n) have generated a lot of discussion, a sample of which can be found in Kharytonava (2011),
Kunduracı (2013), Öztürk and Erguvanlı Taylan (2016). . . • The treatment in (12b) is simplified and runs the risk of being too
weak: We want x to be a branch that is related to owls as a branch. Thanks to Rajesh Bhatt for bringing up this point, and for
discussion. I make use of kinds, assuming that they are a subset of the domain of entities (Chierchia, 1998).

3Stowell (1981) hints at doing and Potts (2002) explicitly does things slightly differently, by equating individuals and entities
derived from propositions. Thanks to Keir Moulton for discussion.
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(14) content Ns & that clauses are of type 〈e, t〉; they compose via Predicate Modification

rumor that Shirley left
λxe.rumor(x) ∧ content(x) = λws.Shirley left at w

rumor
λxe.rumor(x)

that Shirley left
λxe.content(x) = λws.Shirley left at w

λp〈s,t〉λxe.content(x) = p associates things with propositional content. Things like beliefs, rumors,
truths have content in this sense, while tables and chairs do not.
Evidence for this kind of semantics is rooted in the syntax of noun + that clause combinations.

• There is no reason not to adopt the same view for diye clauses.

(15) Anna tırmanıyor diye düşünce
λxe.thought(x) ∧ content(x) = λws.Anna climbs at w

Anna tırmanıyor diye
λxe.content(x) = λws.Anna climbs at w

Anna tırmanıyor
λws.Anna climbs at w

diye
λp〈s,t〉λxe.content(x) = p

düşünce
λxe.thought(x)

• But with nominalizations, composition must proceed differently:

– As in the regular compound cases -(s)I(n) introduces a relation R that holds between predicates of indi-
viduals (e.g., thought) and propositions.

– Its value? For concreteness, assume that it determines propositional content.4

(16) Anna’nın tırmandıǧı düşüncesi
λxe.thought(x) ∧ R(x, λws.Anna climbs at w)

λxe.thought(x) ∧ content(x) = λws.Anna climbs at w

Anna’nın tırmandıǧı
λws.Anna climbs at w

düşüncesi
λp〈s,t〉λxe.thought(x) ∧ R(x,p)

düşünce
λxe.thought(x)

-si
λf〈e,t〉λp〈s,t〉λxe.f(x) ∧ R(x, p)

• The meaning of nominalization + N and diye clause + N ends up being equivalent, but derived differently.
Propositional content is determined from within the clause with diye and outside with nominalizations.
In (17), a nominalization combines with the existential copula. These sentences are about the frequency
of particular situations. And this is consistent with the claim that nominalized clauses do not inherently fix
the content of things.

(17) [Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S.NOM

oluyor/yok.
COP/NEG.COP

It happens that Anna climbs./Anna doesn’t climb.
4There are alternatives to look into: Perhaps nominalized clauses denote nominalized propositions (of type e), and R here is

the identity relation (Potts, 2002). Evidence from predicational vs. specificational copular clauses.
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4 Composing clauses with verbs

Nominalizations and diye clauses also both compose with verbs:

(18) Gaja
Gaja

[Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ın-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S-ACC

/
/

[Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

düşünüyor.
thinks

Gaja thinks that Anna climbs.

Nominalizations do not combine with (derived) intransitives. Diye clauses are quite generally free to do so.
The former pattern like regular DPs with respect to distribution and case; Diye clauses pattern differently.

(19) a. Gaja
Gaja

[Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ın-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S-ACC

(*yalan)
lie

söyledi.
told

Intended: Gaja lied that Anna climbs.
b. Gaja

Gaja
[Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

yalan
lie

söyledi.
told

Gaja lied that Anna climbs.5

Case alternation #1: ACC ∼ DAT in causatives

• When a Turkish verb is causativized, the causee is in the accusative or in the dative depending on whether
an (accusative) internal argument is present. Modifiers of the verb do not force the causee to be dative.

(20) a. Gaja
Gaja

Dave-i
Dave-ACC

düşün-dür-dü.
think-CAUS-PST.3S

Gaja made Dave think.
b. Gaja

Gaja
{Dave-e,
Dave-DAT

*Dave-i}
Dave-ACC

şu-nu
that-ACC

düşün-dür-dü.
think-CAUS-PST.3S

Gaja made Dave think that.
c. Gaja

Gaja
{*Dave-e,

Dave-DAT,
Dave-i}
Dave-ACC

hızlı
quick

düşün-dür-dü.
think-CAUS-PST.3S

Gaja made Dave think quickly.

• Nominalizations trigger the dative on the causee. Diye clauses are perfectly happy with accusative causees.
(Though some people at least accept them with dative causees as well.)

(21) a. Gaja
Gaja

{Dave-e,
Dave-DAT,

*Dave-i}
Dave-ACC

[Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ın-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S-ACC

düşün-dür-dü.
think-CAUS-PST.3S

b. Gaja
Gaja

{%Dave-e,
Dave-DAT

Dave-i}
Dave-ACC

[Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

düşün-dür-dü.
think-CAUS-PST.3S

Gaja made Dave think that Anna climbs.

⇒ Nominalizations must saturate argument slots.6 Diye clauses may be modifiers. (but do they have to be?)

Case alternation #2: ACC ∼ NOM in passives

• When a Turkish verb is passivized, its accusative argument surfaces in the nominative.

(22) [Anna-nın
Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S.NOM

düşün-ül-dü.
think-PASS-PST.3S

cf. (18)

It was thought that Anna climbs.
5This sentence has a possible parse where the diye clause composes with the noun ‘lie.’ Space keeps me from ruling this out.
6If this is right, one would have to (re-)think why substitution failures arise in examples like Gaja explained the fact that/that

Anna climbs (Pietroski, 2000; Uegaki, 2015; Elliott, 2017).
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• Diye clauses are able to occur with passivized attitude verbs:

(23) [Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

düşün-ül-dü.
think-PASS-PST.3S

It was thought that Anna climbs.

• Assume that diye clauses saturate a transitive predicate’s internal argument slot.

– Then, we expect (23) to have a parse where the clause is the subject of the passive.
– Which in turn leads us to expect that diye clauses should be able to be subjects quite generally.

Contrary to fact: Diye clauses are unacceptable subjects (cf. nominalized clauses).

(24) a. *[Anna
Anna

tırman-ıyor
climb-PST.3S

diye]
DIYE

doǧru/belli.
true.COP/obvious.COP

Intended: It’s true/obvious that Anna climbs.
b. [Anna-nın

Anna-GEN

tırman-dıǧ-ı]
climb-NMZ-3S.NOM

doǧru/belli.
true.COP/obvious.COP

It’s true/obvious that Anna climbs.

• These facts are consistent with a strong view where diye clauses may never be arguments.7

5 Concluding remarks

• Turkish suggests that there are two ways of composing clauses with nouns and verbs (to give rise to
complex expressions with similar meanings):

– Nominalizations compose like other arguments do.
– Diye clauses compose like other modifiers do.

• Ways of implementing this view exist in classical and more recent work on clausal composition. But the
coexistence of multiple paths to composition within a language, and the possibility of clausal complemen-
tation with nouns is less prominent.
• Outlook: A better handle on semantic effects associated w/ attitude reports (e.g., veridicality alternations).
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